
CUSTOM BEER
FROM MOBCRAFT BEER

BEER OPTIONS 

& PRICING

Looking for a unique item to represent your 
brand?  Want to give a special gift to your 
favorite beer lover? MobCraft has you  
covered! MobCraft offers custom labeled 
beer for orders of at least 120 cans. Please 
contact events@mobcraftbeer.com for 
brand availability and more information.



$2 $2.50 $3.50
PRICE PER 

12oz  CAN

ODDBALL KÖLSCH
Kölsch-Style Ale

MC AMBER

Amber

BAT$H!T CRAZY

Coffee Brown Ale 
Coffee Optional | Contains Lactose

LOW PHUNK
Sour Ale

MOBTOBERFEST*
Marzen Lager

MOBCRAFT IPA 

Classic IPA

RHUBARB IPA*

IPA with Rhubarb

VANILLA WAFER  

PORTER* 
Porter with Vanilla

LOW PHUNK RAD-BERRY*
Sour Ale with Raspberry  

and Ginger

*Indicates a seasonal beer

ROTATING IPA

ROTATING STOUT

Ask about our rotating 

seasonal options! 

Pricing excludes taxes 

CAN PRICING 

(120 CANS OR MORE)

Prices include cans, labels, and beer.  
Label design is an additional fee.  
Prices do not include tax. Orders must 
be placed in increments of 24 cans; 
please see the table to the right for pric-
ing. All brands are subject to availability. 
Cans are not for resale.

PRICE

All orders have a 120 can minimum and 
must be placed in increments of 24 cans.

ORDER FEES
ORDER FEE # OF CANS

$250 120

$225 144-216

$200 240-336

$100 360+



SIMPLE DESIGN

Simple designs are a quick, affordable option 
that include a basic design with the name of 
the beer and a photo or logo. Each design 
includes one round of small revisions.

RECOMMENDED DESIGNER

SAM MACK  

email: sammackdesign@gmail.com 
website: sammackdesign.com

LABELS & DESIGN 

CUSTOM DESIGN

For labels requiring a more elaborate 
design, our recommended designer offers 
a variety of options. Please contact our 
designer for more information for either 
simple or custom design options.

CUSTOM DESIGN 

Fully customized designs and illustrations

SIMPLE DESIGN 

Logo + text or picture + text

LET’S GET 

STARTED!

For more information about custom beer,  
please email Elise at:

EVENTS@MOBCRAFTBEER.COM


